
WEEK #2

When repairing a puncture or replacing tube always check
they tyre to find the cause of the puncture. There may be a
thorn or glass in the tyre wall. Remember to check inside and
outside the tyre

Check that the spoke ends are not sticking through the rim
tape as this will puncture your tube

Always inflate to the correct pressure

Not enough air- liable to get a pinch flat which is caused by
the inner tube getting trapped between the tyre and rim wall
Too much air-they often get punctures from sharp rocks and
other such items. The ride can feel quite harsh.
Know what type of valve and size inner tube you need and
remember only 2 types of valve. Presta ( with lock nut ) and
schraeder ( looks like car valve ). Get the correct size inner
tube
If your tyre has a directional arrow printed on the tyre wall
make sure you put the tyre on the correct way. This is an
easy mistake to make especially if you have turned your bike
upside down!      When using a puncture kit, remember—LET
THE GLUE GO TACKY
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A pump with a pressure gauge is a useful item to keep at
home as it is more accurate

Keep your tyres at the correct pressure. Look at the wall of
the tyre for the correct pressure

REPAIRING PUNCTURE...

INFLATION

Remember to remove items from handle bar such as
lights/gps units. Disconnect the brakes. Put into little ring at
the back and middle at front. If only 2 rings at front then the
little ring. Turn bike upside down and either remove quick
release or wheel nuts.

If wheel nuts need 15mm spanner to remove wheel

The tyre wall contains useful information- tyre pressure,
directional arrow (if one ) and tyre size


